Supporting the Sense of Life in the Kindergarten
 Ruth Ker

Ruth Ker, kindergarten teacher from Sunrise Waldorf
School in Duncan, British Columbia, spoke about
supporting the sense of life for children in the kindergarten domain. Before speaking about how teachers
can support the life sense for the children—and for
ourselves—she further described what this sense
actually is.
Henning Köhler, in his book Working with
Anxious, Nervous, and Depressed Children, asks us
not to confuse the sense of life with vitality. Vitality
is an energetic state. The sense of life informs us that
something is occurring in our body which hopefully
is an experience of wellbeing within ourselves.
Karl König gives us this picture: The sense of
touch informs the child of her “envelope.” This experience can build trust in others and even in higher
powers later on. He says that the sense of touch ultimately connects us to heaven. Through the sense
of life, the child is informed of what is inside that
envelope. The sense of life tells us that we are okay
in our body, that it’s a safe place to be. This sense
helps us to feel at home on earth. Through the senses
of touch and life we are helped to feel at home in
heaven and earth.
When the sense of life develops, children experience just a dim sensing of what bubbles up and
radiates into the soul as gifts from the etheric, astral,
and physical bodies. One of the things that this
sense of life gives us as adults is a sense of our own
biography. What we put together in regular rhythm
and routines support our lives and give us experiences of our lives as a biographical continuum. Regular
rhythms also nourish the life sense of the young
child.
Healthy rhythms require times of activity and
times of rest. Among those things that support
healthy development of the life sense is rest. At birth
the senses are very new and raw, and they need to
be trained and sharpened so children can learn
about the world. But this is hard work. In order to
refresh their senses, children need rest. Sleep and
the cessation of activity are important to the development of the senses. Henning Köhler says that one
of the indicators of a disturbed life sense is a state of
rest-less-ness.
The life sense loves the feeling of being on the
edge of sleepiness. If you want to get to know the life
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sense, this sleepy state is where you must go. Yet in
our world we make many excuses for not taking a rest,
taking a break, or sleeping. Parents are in a rush. We
ourselves rush to school to en-soul the room and then
stop running around with our preparations just before
the children arrive. No matter how justified our hurriedness is, our sense organs need rest.
The life sense is also supported by having
the magic of life confirmed. Children yearn
for something greater than the everyday life—
something magical. If we listen to the way they
answer their own questions, they will tell us what the
answers are that they are hoping for.
One little boy’s father had supplied him with a
lot of factual answers to his questions, and he was
sharing these with his kindergarten classmates one
day. Another child from an anthroposophical family
was in tears listening to him. She exclaimed, “It is
not true! Father Sun is not like that!” The boy was
saying, “It’s just a ball of gases.” Finally, another
child piped up, “How does he get his gases?” The
knowledgeable boy replied, “Well, you know those
pipes that come out from cars. He just reaches down
and grabs the gases.”
This child had found a way to maintain a healthy
imagination about this “scientific fact” that could
otherwise have been very disappointing. Generally
the inner pictures that flood into the healthy child
are quite strong, and we, as adults, have to work very
hard to defeat the living pictures of the child—but
unfortunately we can succeed. It is so much better
if children can be left free to make pictures of their
own. It is important to allow them to have magic in
their lives, to explore nature and to come to their
own understandings. They may know something we
don’t. It is this experience of miracle and magic in
the childhood years that gives the possibility for us
later on as adults to live in awe and wonder, and this
nourishes us.
Rudolf Steiner talks about the forces underlying everything that we see. Our sense organs are the
doors and windows into our soul. They are spiritual
gifts and would not exist if we did not have the
support of the spirit beings working into them. It is a
good thing if, as teachers, we can discover where our
respect and regard is for the earth and its elemental
world—sunshine, air, wind, water, and minerals.

All these build the children’s bodies up—and ours
as well. Rudolf Steiner speaks of the importance of
cosmic nutrition uniting with earthly nutrition. It
is the union of these two forces which give us the
opportunity to grow, refresh and rejuvenate.
In conclusion, let us suppose that the earth is a
microcosm, and cosmic space is the macrocosm. The
earth wanders through this space, collecting impressions from the sun, moon, and stars, and brings
them back to the earth, creatively manifesting them.
We see this with the star-shapes that we find in the
apple and the primrose, and almost every fruit,
berry, and flower.
Suppose now that the earth is a macrocosm, and

the child and teacher are the microcosm. The child
and teacher are wandering through the space of the
earth collecting things. As we gather and collect, we
are present together in the moment and we experience awe and wonder together. Real spirit substance
comes to us from stopping to wonder and admire.
Out of this wonder the children can create the rich
inner pictures that support their life sense. When the
life sense is healthy, they can feel secure and optimistic about what lies before them on their life path. The
teacher is also gifted in these moments with fresh
forces and an understanding of how to meet the
child’s capacity for inner picturing. Inspiration and
rejuvenation happen in these moments together.
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Nourishing the Sense of Life with the Adult
 Patricia Rubano

Patricia Rubano has been an early childhood
teacher and now guides Parent-and-Child classes
at the Sanderling Waldorf School in the San Diego
area. She is also director of the Biography and
Social Arts program at Sunbridge Institute. The
previous evening the conference had been treated to
a eurythmy performance of the Grimms’ fairy tale of
“The Donkey.” Patricia carried this theme forward
into her talk, coming to the podium wearing a tail
and donkey ears.
Patricia began by saying that she wanted to
bring the donkey from the fairy tale along, a story
used in biography work and also by Rudolf Steiner,
because both he and the fairy tales let us know that
this journey into the Consciousness Soul time is not
easy—and it’s not supposed to be. During the conference we had been reminded in workshops how
to nourish ourselves with healthy lifestyles, and we
need that, but the focus in this talk was on inner
development, the way to nourish our life forces as
adults.
Eastern philosophy speaks of three stages of
life. The first twenty years are to learn, the next
twenty are to struggle, and the third twenty years
and beyond are for growing wise. Natural development only takes us so far. Inner development is a
free deed that we can take up if we choose. But look
how hard the young child works to learn to walk. We
tell parents that children must struggle so they can

learn, and we adults have to struggle too. But don’t
forget the look of pure joy when they or we accomplish the task!
We are always looking to support the children
in developing the lower senses—but we can’t stop
there. We have to take up the development of the
higher senses within ourselves. The donkey gives us
a picture of transforming the lower into the higher—
even to the burning of the donkey skin that we hide
within. And the King, though he orchestrates the
burning, watches and waits and is interested.
The lower senses tell us about ourselves: touch,
the life sense, self-movement, and balance. Then
we go into the middle senses and experience the
weaving of self and world. These are the senses of
smell, taste, sight and warmth. The higher senses—
hearing, word, thought and the I-sensing of the
other—are the ones that tell us about the other
human being.
Before we can develop these higher senses, we
have to strengthen our own “I”-being. The hierarchies guide our growth in childhood and still
carry us into our late twenties, but then we have to
take up this work as our own developmental deed.
Rudolf Steiner has given us a pathway to this development through the Six Basic Exercises (described
in Chapter Five of An Outline of Esoteric Science,
among other places). Through these exercises we
can strengthen and gain mastery over our thinking,
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